


LOVE LETTERS & OLD SCARS

LOVE LETTERS & OLD SCARS



The Artwork Series
The series is inspired by the chance discovery of long-lost diaries and 

a further reveal of a hidden entry glued between pages.    

The text described a devastating moment of lost hope, 
a realisation that the freedom I desperately craved was futile.

A buried memory surfaced like a tornado in my heart. 
I longed to speak to this girl, my younger self.

In the moment I chose to use the final page to write to her. 

This love letter spoke of gratitude for gathering strength to 
continue tofight, for succeeding, for all the incredible things we went 
on toachieve and a promise to our daughter; the she would know our 

history and that she would continue to champion 
freedom as a basic human right.

These works are very much love letters to all women that have had to 
fight for their freedom. To those that lived to tell their tale, I honour 

your courage. To those who perished, I honour your scars.

The Exhibition

The week-long exhibition features 17 artworks, 
a balance of oil paintings and minimalist abstract line. 

For the first time in a show, I am also disclosing and displaying 
my personal sketchbook journals. They feature the intimate research 
and development behind ‘Love Letter & Old Scars’ from preliminary 

sketches and trials to historical references and diarised thoughts. 

 I will be gifting a copy of the associated journal pages 
with the purchase of the related painting.



The Artist

Born in London, to Pakistani parents, Saira was raised 
in a household of both immense cultural pride as well as deep 
religiosity. These levers, in many ways were the inspiration and 
rebellious fuel of Saira’s early artistic impulses.

Through painting and drawing, Saira found escapism, 
creating otherworldly terrains of symbolism.  Her diarised sketches 
became a secret language, one her parents couldn’t 
decipher, one they didn’t approve of. 

Caught between family duty and the associated expectations 
of dutiful femininity, she fled to Portsmouth University where she 
studied film and semiotics. A compromise short stop gap before she 
would assume the role of wife. Instead, her passion for artistic 
filmmaking, for the art of documenting and the power of storytelling, 
would compel her to fight to complete her studies 
and subsequently follow a wildly different path.

Realising independence and her own financial success would 
be required as the price of ultimate freedom, Saira took on the battle 
that came with going against the cultural tide. Working relentlessly 
establishing herself as a sought-after Media and Interactive Producer 
(working on Live 8, alongside Bob Geldof amongst several 
award- winning titles), becoming a respected businesswoman founding 
her own brand-tech-events company and investing in businesses 
across media and hospitality sectors. 

Whilst creativity and innovation were the cornerstone of 
her professioal trajectory it would be a second chance awakening; 
a collaboration with a film called Yugen - paradoxically meaning the 
spiritual power to evoke a predetermined path - a film bv Salma Hayek 
and Martha Fiennes, that would bring her back to her 
underlying passion of semiotics and making art.

It was at this moment Saira allowed her roots to 
be set free and it would be her life’s experiences that 
would provide the rich narrative to her own work.



Red Hydrangeas
2021

Oil & impasto on Canvas
40 x 30” 

£3070

The story of entrapment and fighting for freedom has long had its 
place in the symbolic history of women. The Lady of Shalott, a poem 

by Alfred Tennyson and associated paintings by William Hunt and John 
Waterhouse, I hold close to my heart.

My painting is very much a love letter to Lady Shalott and 
all women that have had to fight for their freedom. 

Interweaving past and present, the painting honours a life’s 
journey, acknowledging the traumatic whilst 

celebrating the reward of the destination.



Red Hydrangeas
DETAIL



Red Hydrangeas
JOURNAL PAGES



A Room of Her Own  
2021

Oil on Canvas
40 x 30”

£2950

“A woman who wants to write must have 
a room of her own and 500 pounds a year” 

– Virginia Woolf

This painting is an ode to every woman that has refused to live a 
life chosen for her but instead achieved a room of her own.



A Room of her Own
DETAIL



Journey to the Arrival  
2021

Oil on Canvas
40 x 30”

£2950

As you left their voices behind, the stars began to burn, 
through the sheets of clouds

And there was a new voice, 
which you slowly recognised as your own, 

that kept you company as you strode deeper and deeper, 
into the world, determined to save, 

the only life you could save.   

– Mary Oliver

This painting is the transition from one place to another. Framed in the 
sense of arrival over departure.  



Sybils 
2021

Oil on Canvas
40 x 30”

£2950

Am I free to make my own life, choose 
my own path or are they chosen for me?  The 

painting reflects my personal struggle through 
the trial of divine inspiration seen in the Sybils 

over the predetermined destiny of Kismet.  



Sibyls
DETAIL



Moon Bathers
2021

Oil on Canvas
40 x 30”

£2950

The full moon in Virgo on February 27th 
called me towards the ritual of Moon bathing. 

A healing ceremony, one that unites women 
in a shared, divine, restorative rite of passage. 

My painting celebrates sisterhood amongst 
women who seek to empower one another



A Dream in Sarabesque 
2021

Oil on Canvas
48 x 36”

£3526

My lady artist sleeps, amidst the 
secret Sarabesque script, known only 

to herself in her dreams, never to be seen 
or known by others.

An ode to Modigliani and his 1917 solo 
show – closed on the grounds of indecency.

In the ‘enlightened’ 2021, Instagram 
continues to close down art on the grounds 

of promoting images of a sexual nature.  
A sad nod to my culture, where the female 

body is forever covered, being 
the epitome of vulgarity.  



A Dream in Sarabesque 
 DETAIL



A Dream in Sarabesque 
JOURNAL PAGES



Mad Hatters do Chai 
2021

Oil on Canvas
48 x 36”

£3526

“What was it like leaving?” asked the Rabbit. 
“I guess it was like jumping down a rabbit hole”. 

My painting was inspired by 
Alice in Wonderland and the transformation 

of a torture to a treasure.  The ‘unknown 
arranged marriage tea-time’ was supplanted by 

the magic tea-time of the ‘unknown 
discoveries of my self-inspired growth’ 



Mad Hatters do Chai 
DETAIL



Decadence of Exile i & ii
2021

Oil on Canvas
20 x 40”

£1670  each

If you have ever attempted to fit whatever 
mould and failed to do so, you are lucky. Even 
though the outcast is driven away, she is at the 

same time driven right into the arms of her 
true calling. The gifts of the exile are many.  

Taken from ‘Women Who Run With the Wolves’ 

– Clarissa Estes



Inarticulate Desire
2021

Acrylic on Canvas
48 x 36”

£2144

“I have a deeply hidden and inarticulate desire for something beyond 
daily life.” - Virginia Woolf 

Same, Virginia, Same.



Dakini 
2021

Acrylic on Canvas
48 x 36”

£2144

The enlightened female takes the essence of the Dakini. Luminous, 
spiritual, full of energy – a guardian of the unconditional state. 

She is where wisdom and skill meet.



Bathing in Gaia 
2021

Acrylic on Canvas
16 x 20”

£798

Rivers in South Asia were once personified as goddesses. 
The spiritual act of sacred bathing in Gaia, mother earth, celebrates 

a return to the womb. The beauty of life’s amniotic fluid, washing away 
- whilst honouring - time gone, bringing forth new beginnings.



Lady with Lilacs i
2021

Acrylic on Canvas
16 x 20”

£798

Lilacs are formed from “sucker growth” which means when 
the parent dies, the offspring can still survive and go on to thrive. 

Spiritually, they offer an unconditional quality of healing and teaching. 
They open the crown chakra and remind us that no matter what 

occurred in times past in relation to our maternal relationships, we have 
a choice to forgive, face the light, move forward and prosper.



Lady with Lilacs ii
2021

Acrylic on Canvas
16 x 20”

£798

Lilacs are formed from “sucker growth” which means when 
the parent dies, the offspring can still survive and go on to thrive. 

Spiritually, they offer an unconditional quality of healing and teaching. 
They open the crown chakra and remind us that no matter what 

occurred in times past in relation to our maternal relationships, we have 
a choice to forgive, face the light, move forward and prosper.



Kali with Hibiscus  
2021

Acrylic on Canvas
16 x 20”

£798

‘Kali’ – Hibiscus and Indian Goddess of great empowerment. 
Folklore warns us that an amount of destruction is to 

be endured, before balance and harmony can be restored.   

And here we are, harmony restored and 
the turning on the head of a childhood nickname.



Karuṇā
2021

Acrylic on Canvas
16 x 20”

£798

We must actively practice self-compassion. Allow the noise, 
and time to stop for a moment, looking inwards. Acknowledge 

passing thoughts and sensations in the body. Honour this 
space we have created for our-selves.

Take a sip of wine, breathe deeply. 



Reclining Nude 
2021

Acrylic on Canvas
16 x 20”

£798

Honouring Space. 
Honouring Time.  



PLEASE DIRECT ALL QUERIES TO
hello@sairajamieson.com

www.sairajamieson.com
www.instagram.com/sairajamiesonartist


